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charter english meaning cambridge dictionary
Apr 24 2024

charter verb t rent to rent a vehicle especially an aircraft for a special use and not
as part of a regular service they ve chartered a plane to take delegates to the
conference smart vocabulary related words and phrases renting hiring

charter definition meaning merriam webster
Mar 23 2024

noun char ter ˈchär tər synonyms of charter 1 a written instrument see
instrument entry 1 sense 5 or contract such as a deed executed in due form 2 a a
grant or guarantee of rights franchises or privileges from the sovereign power of
a state or country the charter allows for unrestricted trading b

charter definition meaning dictionary com
Feb 22 2024

charter ˈtʃɑːtə noun a formal document from the sovereign or state incorporating
a city bank college etc and specifying its purposes and rights sometimes capital a
formal document granting or demanding from the sovereign power of a state
certain rights or liberties

charter wikipedia
Jan 21 2024

charter an example of a charter magna carta a charter is the grant of authority or
rights stating that the granter formally recognizes the prerogative of the recipient
to exercise the rights specified

charter definition in the cambridge learner s
dictionary
Dec 20 2023

noun c uk ˈtʃɑːtə r us add to word list a formal written description of the principles
activities and purpose of an organization charter verb t uk ˈtʃɑːtə r us to rent a
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vehicle especially an aircraft the travel company chartered a plane to fly us all
home charter adjective uk ˈtʃɑːtə r us

charter constitution agreement contract
britannica
Nov 19 2023

charter a document granting certain specified rights powers privileges or
functions from the sovereign power of a state to an individual corporation city or
other unit of local organization the most famous charter magna carta great
charter was a compact between the english king john

charter definition in american english collins
english
Oct 18 2023

a charter is a formal document describing the rights aims or principles of an
organization or group of people article 50 of the united nations charter 2
adjective adj n a charter plane or boat is one which is rented for use by a
particular person or group and which is not part of a regular service

charter definition meaning synonyms
vocabulary com
Sep 17 2023

definitions of charter noun a document incorporating an institution and specifying
its rights includes the articles of incorporation and the certificate of incorporation
see more verb grant a charter to see more verb engage for service under a term
of contract synonyms engage hire lease rent take see more verb

charter noun definition pictures pronunciation
and usage
Aug 16 2023

singular charter for something british english a law or policy that seems likely to
help people do something bad the new law will be a charter for unscrupulous
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financial advisers a blackmailer s charter uncountable the hiring of a plane boat
etc a yacht available for charter topics transport by water c2 transport by air c2

charter definition meaning britannica dictionary
Jul 15 2023

a document issued by a government that gives rights to a person or group the
charter allows for unrestricted trading 2 a a document which declares that a city
town school or corporation has been established the town charter a corporate
charter b a document that describes the basic laws principles etc of a group

what is a project charter complete guide
examples
Jun 14 2023

a project charter also known as a program charter or project plan is an official
document that defines the project s goals scope and stakeholders while providing
a clear outline to align understanding and set expectations for all parties involved
the project charter officially starts a project and empowers project managers to
proceed

what is a charter definition types examples
study com
May 13 2023

a charter is a legal document granted to an individual or corporation it outlines
the purpose and structure for the creation of a colony city or organization as well
as the rights each

your project needs a charter here s what that
means
Apr 12 2023

post share save buy copies every project should have a charter that spells out the
nature and scope of the work and management s expectations for results a
charter is a concise written
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charter definition of charter by the free
dictionary
Mar 11 2023

tr v char tered char ter ing char ters 1 to grant a charter to establish by charter 2
to hire or lease by charter charter an oil tanker 3 to hire a bus or airplane for
example for the exclusive temporary use of a group of travelers

charter wex us law lii legal information institute
Feb 10 2023

charter first a charter can be defined broadly as the highest law of an entity more
specifically in corporate law the articles of incorporation in public law the
instrument by which a municipality is incorporated e g city charter this type of
charter includes the highest laws of the municipality and its organizational
structure

charter of the united nations wikipedia
Jan 09 2023

charter of the united nations the united nations office at geneva switzerland is its
second biggest centre after the un headquarters in new york city the charter of
the united nations un is the foundational treaty of the united nations 1

project charter complete guide with template
and examples
Dec 08 2022

similar to the legal definition of the word charter a charter in project management
authorizes a project to exist and empowers the project manager to execute the
work and spend the project budget if the charter is approved the project moves
into the planning phase

how to write a charter for a committee
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boardeffect
Nov 07 2022

the charter should have a section that defines the size and composition of who
should serve on the committee look at this sample of a charter with specific
details on membership generally at least one board member should serve on
each committee

write a project charter example guide 2024
asana
Oct 06 2022

a project charter is an elevator pitch of your project objectives project scope and
project responsibilities in order to get approval from key project stakeholders in
the charter you should provide a short succinct explanation of the main elements
of your project before you get started

creating a charter for a committee full guide
templates
Sep 05 2022

creating a charter for a committee helps to keep board committees actively
involved in the governance and development process it sets a direction for the
committee members establishes a legal framework within which they should
operate and identifies its boundaries and limitations benefits of board committee
charters
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